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Abstract 

In the current paper, I present probably the simplest possible abstract formal 
proof that P ≠ NP, and NP = EXPTIME, in the context of the standard mathe-
matical set theory of computational complexity and deterministic Turing ma-
chines. My previous publications about the solution of the P vs. NP with the 
same result NP = EXPTIME, to be fully correct and understandable need the 
Theorem  4.1 and its proof of the current paper. The arguments of the cur-
rent paper in order to prove NP = EXPTME are even simpler than in my previ-
ous publications. The strategy to solve the P vs. NP problem in the current 
paper (and in my previous publications) is by starting with an EXPTIME- com-
plete language (problem) and proving that any language of EXPTIME  has a 
re-formulation as an NP-class language, thus NP = EXPTIME. The main reason 
that the scientific community has missed such a simple proof, is because of two 
factors 1) It has been tried extensively but in vain to simplify the solutions of 
NP-complete problems from exponential time algorithms to polynomial time 
algorithms (which would be a good strategy only if P = NP) 2) It is believed that 
the complexity class NP is strictly a subclass to the complexity class EXPTIME 
(in spite the fact that any known solution to any of the NP-complete problems 
is not less than exponential). The simplicity of the current solution would have 
been missed if 2) was to be believed true. So far the majority of the relevant 
scientific community has considered this famous problem not yet solved. The 
present results definitely solve the 3rd Clay Millennium Problem about P ver-
sus NP in a simple, abstract and transparent way that the general scientific 
community, but also the experts of the area, can follow, understand and 
therefore become able to accept. 
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1. Introduction 

The P versus NP problem is generally considered not yet solved and by the more 

careful expert researchers as not yet been known if it has been solved or not. 

Many have claimed solutions from 2000 to 2016. G. J. Woeginger (see G. J. 

Woeginger [1] and [2] Wikipedia) compiled a list of 62 purported proofs of P = NP 

from 1986 to 2016, of which 50 were proofs of P ≠ NP, 2 were proofs the prob-

lem is unprovable, and one was a proof that it is undecidable I myself read some 

very few short solutions from this list which turned out to be incorrect. But I did 

not analyse the long ones (some more than 70 pages). I do not know any re-

searcher who has gone through all the solutions in the list of G. J. Woeginger, to 

find which, if any, of the 60 solutions is correct. Although for some solutions in 

this list, it is easy to prove that are not correct, no one has ever published any 

proof that all of them are not correct. Probably this should be the task of the Clay 

Mathematical Institute which sponsored the formulation of this problem as one 

of the 7 Millennium problems, in other words, to hire a group of experts to do 

this task. Nevertheless, according to the rules about the millennium problems of 

the Clay Mathematical Institute, the Institute is waiting for the community of 

relevant experts and researchers to indicate by citations if there is a correct solu-

tion to the P vs. NP problem. Most of these 62 solutions are not in the main 

journals of complexity theory and the reason is that the most widely read such 

journals avoid refereeing any solution of the P vs. NP problem for obvious or 

non-obvious reasons, except perhaps if it is from a very well-known and cele-

brated professor in the field of complexity. Therefore, there is an obvious social 

barrier to publishing solutions to this problem in relevant Journals that are widely 

read. Strangely enough, the monetary award for the solution to this problem had 

two opposite effects. First an increased number of researchers from all areas 

trying to solve it, and second an avoidance of the main Journals in the specializa-

tion area, to consider solutions to this problem for refereeing which of course 

would exclude correct solutions also.  

For those that tried to solve it in the direction P = NP, there is a common con-

fusion and mistake, that has been pointed out by Yannakakis M [3]. Still, it is bet-

ter to have published results than non-published, and then let a large number of 

readers try to find errors or flaws in the solutions if there are any.  

So here comes the need for a more challenging problem: Not only to solve the 

P versus NP problem, but also solve it in a simple, elegant and short way, so that 

the researchers will know a decisive proof that they can understand and control 

that P ≠ NP or not, so short that anyone familiar with the area, would discover 

any flaw or error if it existed. I must say that I am not a dedicated researcher of 

computational complexity but an interdisciplinary researcher, and I have also 

solved the 4th Clay Millennium problem in fluid dynamics (see [7]). 

Two solution of the famous P versus NP problem in the direction P ≠ NP, and 

NP = EXPTIME, have been published by me in [4] [5] [6] [8] Kyritsis K. and in this 

paper, we present a very shorter simplification of the solution. Nevertheless, the 
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above previous publications about the solution of the P vs. NP with the same re-

sult NP = EXPTIME, to be fully correct and understandable they need the Theo-

rem 4.1 and its short proof of the current paper.  

The strategy to solve the P vs. NP problem in the current paper (and in my pre-

vious publications) is by starting with an EXPTIME-complete language (problem) 

and proving that any other language of EXPTIME  has a re-formulation as an 

NP-class language with verifier relation and certificate, thus NP = EXPTIME. 

The main reason that the scientific community has missed so far such a simple 

proof, is because of two factors.  

1) It has been tried extensively but in vain to simplify the solutions of 

NP-complete problems from exponential time algorithms to polynomial time al-

gorithms (which would be a good strategy only if P = NP).  

2) It is believed that the complexity class NP is strictly a subclass to the com-

plexity class EXPTIME (in spite of the fact that any known solution to any of the 

NP-complete problems is not less than exponential).  

The simplicity of the current solution would have been missed if 2) was to be 

believed because the current solution is based on the strategy of STARTING with 

an EXPTIME-complete language (problem) and proving that it can be 

re-formulated as an NP-class language, thus NP = EXPTIME. The present paper 

definitely solves the 3rd Clay Millennium Problem about P versus NP in a simple 

and transparent way that the general scientific community, but also the experts 

of the area, can follow, understand and therefore become able to accept. 

In the history of mathematics, it is known that difficult problems that have 

troubled a lot the mathematicians turned out to have different proofs one simple 

and one very complex. Such an example is if the general 5th-order polynomial 

equation can be solved with addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and 

extraction of radicals starting from the coefficients. The famous mathematician 

Niels Henrik Abel gave a very simple proof, of not more than 5 pages. On the 

other hand, the proof of the same, by the E. Galois theory, is a whole book of 

dozens of pages!  

A famous mathematician once said that “Once a proof is known to a mathe-

matical problem, then immediately after it becomes trivial!” 

It is important to mention, a statement, that is usually attributed to the fa-

mous mathematician Yuri Manin, that “A correct proof in mathematics is consid-

ered a proof only if it has passed the social barrier of being accepted and under-

stood by the scientific community and published in accepted Journals”. 

Passing the obstruction of the social barrier, sometimes is more difficult than 

solving the mathematical problem itself! 

It is similar to the solution of the P versus NP problem in this paper.  

We will utilize in our proofs, the key abstraction of the existence of an 

EXPTIME complete language, (it is known that it exists) without specifying which 

one, which will simplify much of the arguments. Then we prove that there is a 

reformulation of it that fits the definition of a language being an NP-class lan-

guage.  
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The P vs. NP is not a problem that a computer experiment can decide, but ra-

ther a problem that requires the correct arguments over the relevant concepts. It 

is in theoretical computational complexity which utilizes concepts like, “lan-

guages of infinite many words”, and the infinite is not existing in the computer 

practice (on the contrary some computer practitioners may consider it a com-

puter worm!). So when I started studying the P vs. NP problem, the first that I 

asked myself was, “From which axioms, should I start reasoning?” Soon I real-

ized that I should start reasoning from the axioms of the mathematical set theo-

ry. 

We must notice here that the P versus NP problem is in fact a set of different 

problems when they are in the context of different axiomatic systems of set the-

ory. In the context of what axiomatic system is the Complexity Theory of Turing 

machines? Since the complexity theory of Turing machines requires entities like 

infinite sets of words etc. and classes of them, then it is in the context of some 

standard axiomatic system of the mathematical set theory, which must include 

the axiom of infinite. So we notice that the next are different versions of the P vs. 

NP problem: 

1) The P versus NP problem in a standard axiomatic system of set theory with 

the axiom of infinite and without the axiom of choice and this axiomatic system 

formulated e.g. in 1st-order or 2nd-order formal languages. 

2) The P versus NP problem in an axiomatic system of set theory which in-

cludes the axiom of choice and the axiom of infinite and this axiomatic system is 

formulated in a 1st order or 2nd order formal languages. 

3) Etc. 

About this with references for different axiomatic systems of the mathematical 

set theory, we will talk again in the paragraph 2.  

We notice also the P versus NP problem.  

1) It is a difficult problem, that has troubled the scientific community for some 

decades. 

2) It may have simple proofs of a few paragraphs, hopefully not longer than 

the proof of the Time Hierarchy theorem, which seems to be a deeper result. 

3) But it can also have very lengthy and complex proofs, that may take dozens 

of pages.  

What this proof is or is not: 

1) It does not introduce new theoretical concepts in computational complexity 

theory so as to solve the P versus NP. 

2) It does not use relativization and oracles. 

3) It does not use diagonalization arguments, although the main proof, utilizes 

results from the time hierarchy theorem. 

4) It is not based on improvements of previous bounds of complexity on cir-

cuits. 

5) It is proved with the method of counter-example. Thus it is transparent 

short and “simple”. It takes any EXPTIME-complete language decided by a De-
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terministic Turing machine (DTM) and reformulates it so that it is apparent that it 

belongs in the NP complexity class while it does not belong to the P complexity 

class of languages (For the definitions of the terms see the paragraph 2). 

6) It seems like a “simple” proof because it chooses the right context to make 

the arguments with the key abstraction mentioned above. So it helps the scien-

tific community to accept that this 3rd Clay Millennium problem has already been 

solved.  

When we say “in the context of Deterministic Turing Machines” we mean that 

we do not involve non-Deterministic Turing machines as was originally the for-

mulation of the complexity class NP. (For the definitions of the terms see para-

graph 2). 

In paragraph 4, we give an advanced, full proof of short length that P ≠ NP = 

EXPTIME, in the standard context of deterministic Turing machines, solving thus 

the 3rd Clay Millennium problem. 

2. Preliminary Concepts, and the Formulation of the 3rd Clay  
Millennium Problem, P versus NP 

The theory of computational complexity, belongs to computer science, but it uses 

concepts like a set of words, infinite sets of words, etc., therefore it is a mathe-

matical theory as well. It is not an independent mathematical axiomatic system, 

but it belongs to the mathematical axiomatic system of set theory which is used 

as the foundation of mathematics. The most popular axiomatic system for the 

standard mathematical set theory is that of Zermelo-Frankel (see Frankel A. A. [9] 

and Wikipedia [10]). This axiomatic system does not utilize classes only sets. If we 

want to include classes (e.g. the class of all sets) then we should use the Neu-

mann-Bernays-Goedel axiomatic system for the set theory (see Jech T. 1978 [11] 

or Wikipedia [12]). Since in complexity theory, we refer freely to totalities of sets 

(languages as sets) without always strict predicates or functions over other sets, 

then the Neumann-Bernays-Goedel axiomatic system of set theory that allows 

classes might be more convenient. Therefore, any standard solution of the P vs. 

NP problem should be considered to exist in the context of the axiomatic system 

of Neumann-Bernays-Goedel for the mathematical set theory. But also alterna-

tively in the context of the axiomatic system of Zermelo-Frankel, of set theory. 

And if we want also a version of mathematical formal logic where the arguments 

are written , this could also be the 2nd-order formal languages of Logic (see [13] 

Manin Y. I. 2010 or Wikipedia [14]).  

In this paragraph, for the sake of the reader, we will mention only the basics to 

understand the formulation of the 3rd Clay Millennium problem. The official for-

mulation is found in [15] (Cook, Stephen (April 2000), The P versus NP Problem 

(PDF), Clay Mathematics Institute site). Together with an appendix where there is 

a concise definition of what are the Deterministic Turing machines (in short 

DTM), that is considered that they formulate, in Computational Complexity the-
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ory, the notion and ontology of the software computer programs that a comput-

er can run, in other words, computer algorithms (see also Wikipedia [16]).  

There is also the concept of non-Deterministic Turing machine (NDTM or 

NTM) (See also [17] John C. Martin (1997). and [18] Papadimitriou Christos 

(1994) and [19] Wikipedia). Roughly speaking a non-Deterministic Turing Ma-

chine (NDTM) misses some automatic decisions (and requires possibly a user to 

decide for it) thus after a step it may have more than one possible next step 

without specifying in a deterministic way which one. This is essentially the case 

with “wizards” and user-interactive on-the-screen computer algorithms. When 

in the discussion and arguments we involve only Deterministic Turing machines 

we say that we are in the context of Deterministic Turing machines.  

In the same paper are also defined the computational complexity classes P and 

NP. 

In computer science, the computational complexity or simply complexity of 

an algorithm is the amount of resources required to run it. We focus in particular 

on computation time or run-time (generally measured by the number of needed 

elementary operations) and memory storage requirements. The complexity of a 

language (problem) is the complexity of the best algorithms (least complexity) 

that allow solving the problem (see [17] John C. Martin (1997). and [18] Papadi-

mitriou Christos (1994)). Because computational complexity as we shall see be-

low is defined with the big O notation of mathematical functions, strictly speak-

ing for general types of languages decided by a Turing machine, for the definition 

of its least complexity, to be correct, a proof should be provided for the existence 

of such a “least” complexity. 

The run-time complexity of a computer algorithm (Deterministic Turing ma-

chine) is defined and symbolized as DTIME(f(n)) where f is a function of the nat-

ural number n iff given initial data of size n, the algorithm (Deterministic Turing 

machine) terminates (decides) within f(n) steps. (See also [17] John C. Martin 

(1997). and [18] Papadimitriou Christos (1994) and [20] [21] Wikipedia) This is 

also expressed by saying that the duration of the computation in steps, is of the 

order O(f(n)). Where by O(f(n)) is meant (see Wikipedia [22] [16]) that if T(n) is 

the time that the Turning machines terminate as a function of the size n of the 

initial data, then T(n) ≤ M*f(n) for some positive constant M not depending on n, 

for all n, thus as n → +∞. By DTIME(f(n)) is also denoted the class of all languages 

that are decidable by a Deterministic Turing machine in O(f(n)) run time. 

The computational complexity class P is defined as the class of languages that 

are decided by deterministic Turing machines with run-time polynomial complex-

ity. In symbols P = PTIME is the class of languages decided by a deterministic Turing 

machine that runs for some polynomial p in complexity DTIME(p(|n|)), the pol-

ynomial depending on the language. (See also [23] Wikipedia). In other symbols. 

P = UkN DTIME(nk) 

The elements of the classes P, NP, etc., strictly speaking are not only sets of 
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words denoted by L, that is not only languages, but also for each such set of 

words or language L at least one Deterministic Turing machine (DTM), M that de-

cides it, in a specified complexity so they are pairs (L, M). Two such pairs (L1, M1) 

(L2, M2) are also equidecidable in other words L1 = L2 although it may happen that 

M1 ≠ M2. The complexity of the language is considered the least complexity, if it 

exists, that decides it. E.g. if the complexity of M1 is polynomial-time while that of 

M2 is exponential-time choosing the first pair instead of the second means that 

we have turned a high-complexity problem into a feasible low-com- plexity prob-

lem.  

The definition of other computational complexity classes like EXPTIME etc. can 

be found in standard books like [17] [18] [24].  

In computational complexity theory, the complexity class EXPTIME (sometimes 

called EXP or DEXPTIME) is the class of all languages that are decidable by a de-

terministic Turing machine in exponential time, i.e., in O(2p(|n|)) time, where 

p(|n|) is a polynomial function of |n|. In symbols. 

EXPTIME = UkN DTIME(2^(nk)) 

(See also Wikipedia [25]). 

In the official formulation [3] there is also the definition of the concept of a 

decision problem language in polynomial time reducible to another decision 

problem language. 

Based on this definition it is defined that an EXPTIME-complete decision lan-

guage of EXPTIME is EXPTIME-complete, when all other decision problem lan-

guages of EXPTIME have a polynomial time reduction to it. Here is the exact defi-

nition. We denote by Σ* all the words of an alphabet Σ. 

Definition 2.1. Suppose that Li is a language from words of Σ*i, i = 1, 2. Then L1 

≤ pL2 or L1 ≤ polyL2 (L1 is polynomially p-reducible to L2 of there is a Karp 

poly-time reduction) if and only if there is a polynomial-time computable func-

tion-map (or total function) * *

1 2:f    (in other words (x, f(x))  f is in poly-

nomial time decidable) such that x  L1 if and only if f(x)  L2, for all *

1x . 

Lemma 2.1. If L1 ≤ polyL2 by the polynomial time decidable function f, then 

|f(x)| ≤ p(|x|) for some polynomial p. (see [31] pp 19) 

In the same papers or books [15] [17] [24] [26] can be found the concepts and 

definitions of NP-complete and EXPTIME-compete decision problems. See also 

[27], [18] where it’s proved that specific decision problems are EXPTIME- com-

plete. E.g. in [15] in Definition 4, it is defined that a language of the complexity 

class NP is NP-complete if and only if any other language of the class NP has a 

polynomial reduction to it.  

In particular, also it holds that,  

Lemma 2.2. If the language Lc of the complexity class C (=P, NP, EXPTIME, etc.) 

is a C-complete language, (C = P, NP, EXPTIME, etc.) then any other language L of 

C has a polynomial reduction onto the language Lc.  

For simplicity, we will consider here only binary alphabets {0, 1} and sets of bi-

nary words Σ.  
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Since we are obliged to take strictly the official formulation of the problem, 

rather than textbooks about it, we make the next clarifications.  

We will use the next conditions for a Language to be in the class NP, as stated 

in the official formulation of the P versus NP problem (see [15] Cook, Stephen 

(April 2000), The P versus NP Problem (PDF), Clay Mathematics Institute.). 

We denote by Σ* all the words of an alphabet Σ. 

Definition 2.2. A language L of binary words is in the class NP if and only if the 

next conditions hold. 

1) There is a deterministic Turing machine M that decides L. In other words for 

any word x in L, when x is given as input to M, then M accepts it and if x does not 

belong to L then M rejects it. 

In symbols:   a deterministic Turing machine M, such that *x  , x is ei-

ther accepted or rejected by M and if M accepts x → x  L, and if M reject x → x 

does not belong to L. 

2) There is a polynomial-time checkable relation R(x, y) which as set of pairs of 

words can also be considered a polynomial decidable language R, and a natural 

number k of N, so that for every word x, x belongs to L if and only if there is a 

word y, with |y| ≤ |x|k, and R(x, y) holds or equivalently (x, y) belongs to R. 

In symbols:   relation (language) R which is polynomial-time checkable (pol-

ynomial complexity decidable language R), and k N  , such that *x  , x  L 

↔ ( *  y  , |y| ≤ |x|k and (x, y)  R). Or equivalently. 

L = {x/x  Σ* and *  y  , |y| ≤ |x|k and (x, y)  R}. 

3) It can be proved that the complexity class NP is contained in the complexity 

class EXPTIME.  

Remark 2.1. In the official statement of the P versus NP problem (see [15] 

Cook, Stephen (April 2000), The P versus NP Problem (PDF), Clay Mathematics In-

stitute) condition 1) is not mentioned. But anyone that has studied complexity 

theory, knows that it holds. The languages of NP cannot be semidecidable (or 

undecidable). The NP class is also defined as NP = ⋃kN NTIME(nk), but this defini-

tion is in the context of non-deterministic Turing Machines. This means that we 

involve non-deterministic Turing machines.  

Remark 2.2. Notice that in condition 2) the k depends on the relation R and is 

not changing as the certificate y changes. In other words, k does not depend on y 

and we did not state the next: 

There is a polynomial-time checkable relation R(x, y), so that for every word x, x 

belongs to L if and only if there is a word y, and k in N, with |y| ≤ |x|k, and R(x, y) 

holds. In symbols:   relation R which is polynomial-time checkable, such that 
*x  , x  L ↔ ( *  y   and k N   such that |y| ≤ |x|k and R(x, y) holds). 

In the official statement of the P versus NP problem (see [15] Cook, Stephen 

(April 2000), The P versus NP Problem (PDF), Clay Mathematics Institute) this is 

not made clear, in the natural language that the definition is stated. But that k 

does not depend on the certificate, but on the polynomial checkable relation 

becomes clear, when we look at the proof in any good textbook about complexity 
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theory, of how a non-deterministic Turing machine which runs in polynomial 

time, can define a deterministic Turing machine with a polynomial time checka-

ble relation, which is considered that replaces it.  

More generally modern formulations of the definition 2.2 instead of integer k 

such that |y| ≤ |x|k require a polynomial p(|x|) so that |y| ≤ p(|x|).  

Remark 2.3. Usually, condition 3) in definition 2.2 is not stated. But if for each 

word x of L, we take all possible worlds y of Σ*, of length ≤ |x|k and check in pol-

ynomial time complexity if R(x, y) holds or not, we result in the worst case sce-

nario to an exponential time complexity algorithm that decides the language L.  

3. Well-Known Results That Will Be Used 

We will not use too many results from the computational complexity theory for 

our proof that P ≠ NP. 

A very deep theorem in Computational Complexity is the Time Hierarchy The-

orem (see e.g. [17] [18] [24] [26] [28]. This theorem gives the existence of deci-

sion problems that cannot be decided by any other deterministic Turing machine 

in less complexity than a specified. 

Based on this theorem, it is proved that: 

Proposition 3.1. There is at least one EXPTIME-complete decision language 

(problem), that cannot be decided in polynomial time, thus P ≠ EXPTIME. 

The next two propositions indicate what is necessary to prove in order to give 

the solution to the P versus NP problem. 

Proposition 3.2. If the class NP contains a language L which cannot be decided 

with a polynomial time algorithm, then P ≠ NP. 

Proposition 3.3. If the class NP contains a language L which is EXPTIME com-

plete, then NP = EXPTIME. 

4. The Solution: P ≠ NP = EXPTIME in the Context of  
Deterministic Turing Machines (DTM) 

We will prove in this paragraph that P ≠ NP  and NP=EXPTIME in the context of 

second-order formal language of mathematical set theory. 

We explore the relation of the notions of Karp polynomial time reduction and a 

language belonging to NP with polynomial time certificates. 

Theorem 4.1.  Let a Karp polynomial-tme reduction, so  there is a polynomi-

al-time by some polynomial q,  computable function-map (or total function) 
* *

1 2:f     such that for two decidable languages L1, L2, it holds that  x  L1 

if and only if f(x)  L2, for all *

1x . For simplicity we assume Σ1=Σ2 . By Lemma 

2.1 also it holds that |f(x)| ≤ p(|x|) for some polynomial p. Then the reduction de-

fines polynomial checkable cerificates so that the language L1 , necessarily belongs 

to the class NP.   

Proof. For simplicity we may take here We only need to prove the conditions 

1) 2) of Definition 2.2 for the  language L1 . For each word x of the  language L1 , 

we define as certificate y of it the word y=f(x), of the Karp reduction. And we de-
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fine as polynomial time checable relation R(x,y)=true , the relation y=f(x) is true,  

Ovbiously it is checable in polynomial time. Given x we compute y=f(x) in q- pol-

ynomial time because the Karp reduction is in q-polynomial time. Furthermore 

the length inequality of a word and its certificate also holds because ina 

poly-time karp reduction holds |f(x)| ≤ p(|x|) for some polynomial p. (Lemma 

2.1).  

The binary poly-time checable relation R is defining relation for the language L1 , 

in other words the converse also holds. If y is a word of Σ1
*=Σ2

* , such that  

R(x,y)=true, then  y=f(x) , x belongs to L1 , y belongs to L2 , and also |f(x)| ≤ 

p(|x|) or |y||f(x)| ≤ p(|x|). The language f(L1) is obviously the language of poly-

nomial checable certicicates for the language L1. We conclude that L1 belongsto 

the class NP. QED 

Now we are ina position to make a simplest possible proof that NP=EXPTIME, 

thus P is not equal to NP.  

Theorem 4.2 If there is a complete language L in the class EXPTIME, then 

NP=EXPTIME and P is not equal to NP.  

Proof. Since L is a complete language of EXPTIME, then any other language L1 

of EXPTIME, has a Karp polynomial time reduction f in L. Then by theorem 4.1, we 

conclude that L1 is also in the class NP. But since NP is a subclass of EXPTIME, 

then NP=EXPTIME. But it is known (e.g. by the hiercahy theorem) that P is not 

equal to EXPTIME, thus also P is not equal to NP QED. 

Corrolary 4.1  It holds that , then NP=EXPTIME and P is not equal to NP.  

Proof. It is generally accepted that EXPTIME has complete languages, therefore 

the Theorem 4.2 applies. QED.  

. 

5. Conclusions  

The literature on the complexity theory has an abundance of problems or lan-

guages that are proven to be NP-complete, but a scarcity of languages or prob-

lems that are proven to be EXPTIME-complete.  

The fact that none of the languages or problems that are known to be 

NP-complete have so far known algorithms to solve-decide them that in the gen-

eral case are never less than exponential time, should ring a bell to the research-

ers! 

Could it hold that all these NP-complete problems are also EXPTIME-complete 

problems? The current solution of the P vs. NP problem proves exactly this! The 

next proposition answers it in the affirmative and thus we have now an abun-

dance of well-studied problems that turn out to be also EXPTIME-complete. This 

is a significant contribution to the theory of EXPTIME-complete languages or 

problems 

Proposition 5.1. All the NP-complete languages are also EXPTIME-complete 

languages.  

Proof: Direct from the equality NP = EXPTIME in propositions 4.2, or 4.3 QED.  
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There are many more consequences of the equality NP = EXPTIME that the 

specialist of complexity theory can derive without too much effort. For example, 

in [30] Mathoverflow it is discussed that if NP = EXPTIME then every Determinis-

tic Turing Machine has a succinct “execution proof”. 

Sometimes great problems have relatively short and elegant solutions provid-

ed we find the key abstractions and convenient context, symbols and semantics 

to solve them. It requires also a certain power of thinking (especially when there 

are biased beliefs prohibiting thinking) rather than a complexity of thinking, in 

areas where traditionally and collectively it may not have existed before because 

of false dominating beliefs. Here the key-abstraction was to start from the class 

EXPTIME and an EXPTIME-complete language of it, without specifying which one 

instead of starting from the class NP. Then prove that it can be reformulated as 

an NP-class language. Since in my opinion, the Hierarchy Theorem is a deeper 

result than the P versus NP problem, in principle, there should exist a not much 

more complicated proof of the P versus NP problem, compared to the proof of 

the Hierarchy Theorem. Intuitively since the Non-deterministic Turing machines 

are like user-interactive algorithms that involve the free human will, it is ex-

pected that the non-deterministic polynomial-time algorithms cannot be com-

puted with less than exponential time complexity. This includes encryption and 

passwords setting problems. 

The proof of the P versus NP problem in the direction P ≠ NP, also means that 

the standard practice of passwords setting in the internet is safe when the en-

cryptions is not corrupted and the publicly available hardware computational 

power is the same for all.  

There are many students who are surprised by the “difficulty” of the P vs. NP 

problem and ask why the P vs. NP problem was not solved long ago, by proving 

that the password-breaking cannot be done in polynomial time but only in ex-

ponential time. Actually, this is exactly what we proved! Only the theoretical 

formulation of encryption of finite many of passwords is essentially similar to the 

presentation of an infinite many words, and languages in an abstract way without 

specifying it, except of general requirements like being EXPTIME-com- plete as 

we did in the arguments of the current paper.  
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